
BRINGING INSIGHTS TO LIFE
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Technical

Experts

Business

Stakeholders

My job

My perspective
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Question/

Business Problem

Applying analytics to customer churn

Hypotheses

Collect, structure 

data, feature 

engineering

Application

of analytical 

techniques

Outputs

Socialisation

Measurement
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Applying analytics to customer churn

Question/

Business Problem

Hypotheses

Data

Prep

Application

of analytical 

techniques

Outputs

Socialisation

Measurement
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What are you trying to solve?

What are industry 

figures? How do 

we compare?

What does 

revenue churn 

look like?

Which customers 

do we want to churn?

Do we have retention 

activity in mind?

What do we mean by 

churn? Hard, soft, 

involuntary, voluntary… 

How predictable do we 

believe customer churn is?

When a customer 

churns, what happens

in their world?

How many

churners return?

Should churn have a 

‘global’ or 

segmented/personal 

definition?

Do we have a view 

of cost to acquire and 

customer profitability?
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Collecting, transforming and structuring data

How much dark data exists 

within your organisation?

Can you incorporate a new data 

source even if challenging? 

Show the value of it. 

Ambulance at the 

bottom of the cliff – good 

accuracy, low value

You don’t have data on 

things you don’t do and/or 

don’t measure

Don’t start with the data!

What do people close to 

the customer think the 

causes of churn are?

Messy, incomplete? Get 

started. 

External and/or 

publicly available

data sources
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Communicating your work

Storytelling

Accuracy and what it 

means ‘in practice’

Explanatory models
Code

Making it real Financial/Business impacts

Visualisations

Scenarios. What if? 
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What’s working? What’s not working?

What did you set 

out to achieve?

How did you manage the 

engagement throughout?

Data quality? Software? 

Too ambitious?

Be transparent. 

What didn’t work? 

What did you learn?

How can you share that?

What are 

alternative metrics?

Obvious? That’s not a 

failure.

What are your

stakeholders 

measured on?

Communication?
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1. Data – solidifies assumptions and biases, narrows the problem. Data blind 

spots? 

2. Tell a compelling story in real business terms

3. What is the problem?

Takeaways
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www.lab360.co.nz

@Pieta_Brown

THANKS!


